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Chapter 351: I Can’t Believe It, I Couldn’t Even Recognize Her! 

 

Tan Yueru walked to her daughter’s side. “How do you feel after wearing it? Sportswear has to be 

convenient to move around in, it’s useless if it just looks good.” 

Hence, Mu Weiwei spun around in front of the mirror and even did a few yoga poses on the spot. 

“This dress is so comfortable, how could it possibly be so well-designed! I’ve worn so many famously 

branded sportswear that cost tens of thousands of yuan, but none of them are as good-looking as this 

one.” 

Tan Yueru nodded with a smile. “You’re right, it does look good indeed. It’s simple, elegant and unique. 

This designer’s standards must be very high!” 

As she spoke, she turned her head to the right and looked behind her. “Don’t you think so? Young 

Master Ying?” 

“Young Master Ying?” 

Luo Chenxi was startled when she realized that there was a young woman standing beside Tan Yueru 

and Mu Weiwei 

However, the woman was too inconspicuous under the contrast of the Mu family’s aristocratic bearing. 

Although she was dressed in branded clothes, all she seemed to be was Madam Tan’s assistant. 

In fact, the paparazzis at the scene cried out in surprise when they had just realized that the person 

beside Tan Yueru was also a celebrity. 

‘So this is Young Master Ying!’ 
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‘I can’t believe it! I couldn’t even recognize her! She looks so much different compared to her pictures!’ 

‘Is she really the daughter of a wealthy family? Her temperament is completely overshadowed by 

Madam Tan and Miss Mu!’ 

Actually Young Master Ying had also received an invitation from the program team to join the show. 

However, after she saw Tan Yueru and her daughter, she immediately regretted joining because she 

appeared extremely insignificant in front of such a truly wealthy family! 

However, what’s done is done, so it was too late for Young Master Ying to leave at that moment. 

Fortunately, everyone’s attention was focused on Tan Yueru and her daughter, ignoring her completely. 

However, Young Master Ying had never expected Tan Yueru to suddenly speak to her. 

Hence, she quickly braced herself and wanted to seize the opportunity to show off. 



“Madam Mu, you’re absolutely right! This dress…” 

It was only at that moment that Young Master Ying finally saw the dress on Mu Weiwei’s body. Hence, 

halfway through her sentence, she suddenly choked on her words. 

“What about this dress? Is there something wrong with it?” asked Tan Yueru with an amiable 

expression. 

Instantly, Young Master Ying broke out in a cold sweat. 

‘Isn’t this the dress that I had criticized two nights ago?! 

‘There are so many dresses for Mu Weiwei to choose from, yet how has she chosen this particular 

dress?! 

‘At the time, in order to attract attention, I even said that this dress was only worn by prostitutes. 

‘But now, Mu Weiwei is the daughter of a truly wealthy family, how can she possibly be compared to 

those women?’ 

At that thought, Young Master Ying’s entire body stiffened and it took her quite a while to realize that 

Tan Yueru and Mu Weiwei probably hadn’t seen her public account before! 

‘This will be simple then.’ 

Hence, she hurriedly cleared her throat. “The design of this dress is indeed very unique. The lines are 

smooth, concise and elegant. Young Miss Mu’s taste is really too good! Moreover, her looks and figure 

are just splendid. I’m so envious of her.” 

At that moment, all Young Master Ying did was to keep on gaining their favours, hoping that she had 

managed to escape a disaster. 

Unexpectedly, the fans who followed her all exploded when they saw the live broadcast. 

“What’s going on with Young Master Ying? She just said a few days ago that this dress is the most 

bizarre outfit this summer! Isn’t she also the daughter of a wealthy family? Why is she trying to s*ck up 

to the Mu Family’s Young Miss by lying through her teeth?” 

“From the way I see it, I think whatever she wrote on her public account is a lie! How could Madam Tan 

and the Mu Family’s Young Miss have lower tastes than Young Master Ying?” 

“I knew it, this dress is obviously very nice, so how could it possibly be a prostitute’s outfit? Young 

Master Ying must’ve been paid to post that article, what a b*tch!” 

“I’m regretting it so much right now, why did I return the dress?! Now that Miss Mu has worn this dress, 

it’s going to be out of stock immediately! I’m so depressed!” 

Chapter 352: Not Only Are You Not Home Yet, You’re Actually Going Out To Eat With Another Man?! 

 

It was easy to imagine how Young Master Ying’s reputation was going to completely fall apart after that 

day. 



On the other hand, Luo Chenxi almost laughed out loud. 

‘I never would’ve thought that Madam Tan was actually so cool! 

‘She actually invited Young Master Ying out and battered her up outright. 

‘This feels so good, all the frustration I had has been vented!’ 

Then, when Luo Chenxi turned around to look, Wu Lingshan’s face was ashen as she slumped down on 

her chair. 

‘I didn’t notice Young Master Ying’s appearance at all… 

‘The moment Mu Weiwei picked out Xing Chen’s design, I knew that I was done for! Completely done 

for!’ 

On the other hand, Sheng Yu did not know who Young Master Ying was at all, so he continued to watch 

impatiently and directly dragged the progress bar all the way to the end where Tan Yueru and her 

daughter had left after they were done purchasing the clothes they wanted. 

After that, the fans who were watching by the entrance immediately swarmed into the FADE flagship 

store and frantically rushed to buy the clothes. 

Because of the sheer amount of people present, they had fought so ferociously that they almost caused 

a stampede. 
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Soon, the clothes racks in the store were all empty and almost all of the clothes were sold, leaving only 

the one which Madam Tan had clearly announced that it was plagiarized. 

In fact, they were all pushed to the ground and stepped all over like yesterday’s trash amidst the chaos. 

After that, Sheng Yu closed the video. 

“Alright, the results of the competition should be very obvious by now. Congratulations, Miss Xing Chen. 

From today onwards, you are the senior designer of FADE under SL Group. Everyone, please welcome 

Miss Xing Chen.” 

After he said that, the other designers clapped hard as they were completely convinced by this young 

designer. 

‘A month ago, she had won the first prize in the Huafeng Competition with an absolute advantage. 

‘Now, the ready-to-wear design that she had rushed out in seven days had not only won Madam Tan’s 

praise, but even directly boosted the sales of the entire flagship store! 

‘She definitely has a bright future ahead of her!’ 

After the meeting ended, many designers surrounded Luo Chenxi and chatted with her. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi spent a lot of effort before she managed to squeeze out of the crowd. 

Then, she took a look at the time and realized that it was almost 8pm. 



‘I’ve missed dinner at home already, that tsundere isn’t going to be happy…’ 

At that thought, Luo Chenxi eagerly strode towards the elevator. 

Halfway there, she was stopped by someone. “Miss Xing Chen, please wait a moment!” 

Luo Chenxi turned around and saw that it was the chief designer of FADE, Shi Yaxin, her current boss. 

Hence, she stopped in her tracks. “Hello, Chief Shi! Is there something I can help you with?” 

Shi Yaxin was in his 30s’ who was fair and chubby, thus making him seem very friendly. 

“Xing Chen, you don’t have to be so polite. We designers call each other by their first names, only Chief 

Sheng is our chief. By the way, our team is going to have a meal together tonight. We would love for you 

to join us, would it be convenient for you?” 

“Um…” 

Subconsciously, Luo Chenxi wanted to reject him. 

However, at that moment, another colleague walked over. “Come on, Xing Chen, let’s go together. It’s 

rare that Chief Sheng said he would be joining today! Our department has invited him several times, but 

this is the first time he has actually agreed to join!” 

Seeing their expectant eyes, Luo Chenxi was too embarrassed to reject them. 

‘It’s my first day in the company, so it would be better for me to be more easygoing.’ 

“In that case… I’ll have to call back home and inform them first.” 

“Sure, we’ll be waiting for you downstairs!” 

Then, Luo Chenxi took out her phone and thought for a while. 

However, instead of calling Young Master Mu, she called Tan Yueru. 

“Mom, thank you so much for what you did today! I’ve already seen the live broadcast on the Internet. 

You’re really, really cool! I don’t know how to thank you! I’ll personally cook tomorrow and prepare a 

whole lot of delicious dishes for you!” 

On the other end of the phone call was some background noise. 

However, Luo Chenxi thought it was the little dumpling, so she didn’t pay attention to it and continued, 

“By the way, Mom, I have something on today, the entire team is going to have dinner together, so I’ll 

be back home late tonight. Could you please tell Tang Tang to go to bed first and not wait for me…” 

“Stupid woman! What did you say just now?! It’s already so late, yet not only are you not home yet, 

you’re actually going out to eat with another man?” said Mu Yichen’s with a cold voice all of a sudden. 

Instantly, Luo Chenxi’s hand trembled and she almost smashed her phone onto the ground. 

Chapter 353: Are You Really Unrelated To The Mu Family? 

 



Then, she subconsciously glanced at the screen. 

‘The screen shows that it’s Madam Tan, so I haven’t dialled the wrong number. 

‘Yet, why is it Mu Yichen who’s picked up the call?’ 

Before she could figure it out, the clear grinding of Young Master Mu’s teeth came through the phone. 

“Woman, did you hear me? Come back immediately!” 

Luo Chenxi was angered by his attitude. 

“What nonsense are you talking about? What do you mean by eating with another man? I told you, this 

is a department dinner! There’s going to be more than 10 people joining!” 

Mu Yichen sneered, “Would you dare say that there won’t be any men in there?” 

“What…” Luo Chenxi choked, “Of course there will be men, but there will also be a few women! Besides, 

it’s just a meal, I’ll be home right after that.” 

“No, it’s too late. We have a curfew in our house!” 

‘Curfew! 
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‘Do you take me for a child?’ 

At that moment, Sheng Yu walked out of the meeting room and had just pressed the elevator button. 

“Xing Chen, do you want to go downstairs together?” 

“Okay, I’ll be right there.” 

Luo Chenxi then replied and said, “Alright, my colleagues are urging me, so I’m going to hang up now!” 

After she said that, she quickly got into the elevator. 

Most of her colleagues drove their own cars and only a few amongst them did not have a car. 

Sheng Yu shot a glance at Luo Chenxi and said, “Xing Chen, you can sit in my car.” 

“Oh… alright.” 

As soon as Luo Chenxi got into the car, Sheng Yu stepped on the accelerator and drove away, while the 

other colleagues were left behind. 

Luo Chenxi was shocked. “Chief Sheng, are we going to leave just like this? Don’t we have to wait for 

someone else?” 

Sheng Yu didn’t even turn his head. “No need. I know where the destination is. Most of the department 

meetings in the designing department are held there.” 

“I see.” Luo Chenxi was relieved. 



Sheng Yu glanced at her very silently, “Your design is very good. I actually felt that it was a pity that its 

sales were not as good as Wu Lingshan’s. However, I didn’t expect Madam Mu and Miss Mu to be on the 

show today, plus they even picked your design. I guess I was worried for nothing.” 

Luo Chenxi smiled. “I was just lucky!” 

Then, Sheng Yu’s gaze became a little deep. 

“Is it really luck though? Your design was chosen by Madam Mu and Miss Mu this time. Apart from that, 

during the Huafeng Competition… Young Master Mu, who was one of the judges, publicly expressed his 

appreciation for your design. Are… Are you really unrelated to the Mu Family?” 

Luo Chenxi choked because she did not expect that Sheng Yu’s observation was so meticulous that he 

could actually link the two incidents together. 

Hence, she hurriedly shook her head. “No, Chief Sheng, this is all just a coincidence! Think about it, if I 

had such a good relationship with the Mu Family and could even make Young Master Mu, Madam Mu 

and Miss Mu stand up for me, would I still need to come to SL Group to work?” 

Since these words made some sense, Sheng Yu did not say anything when he heard it. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

Not long after, the car stopped and Luo Chenxi immediately opened the car door before jumping out. 

When she looked up, she saw the shiny signboard in front of her and her eyes widened in surprise. 

‘The team’s dinner is actually going to be held in the Secret Club! 

… 

On the other hand, in the Mu Family’s villa… 

“Damn it, this woman has really grown some nerve on her! She actually dared to hang up on me, isn’t it 

just because I spoil her too much normally?!” 

Mu Yichen then casually swung his hand and was about to throw the phone out as usual. 

“Brat, what are you doing? I think you’re the one who’s grown some nerve on you. How dare you throw 

away your mother’s phone?” 

Then, Mu Yunfeng slammed the table and took the phone back from his eldest son’s hand before he 

politely returned it to his wife. 

“Dear, have a look and see if your phone’s broken? If it’s broken, let’s have this brat of ours buy you a 

new one!” 

Mu Yichen was speechless. 

‘Not only is my wife not coming home, I’m being forced to watch this lovey-dovey scene as well! 

‘I’ve had enough!’ 

Just as he was about to get up, his own phone suddenly rang. 



“Hello, Yichen, are you at home?” said He Jinsi’s voice from the phone. 

“Yes, I am. Is something the matter?” 

“It’s been a long time since us brothers got together, so why don’t you come out and have a drink! 

We’re all waiting for you at Secret!” 

Chapter 354: Hold on? Isn’t That The Third Young Master Of The Sheng Family? 

Mu Yichen narrowed his eyes. “I’m not going!” 

He Jinsi was displeased. “Yichen, are you really going to do this?! I know that you have a wife and a 

daughter now, but you can’t abandon your brothers, can you? Tell me, how long has it been since 

you’ve gathered with us?” said Third Young Master He, seeming a little agitated. 

Mu Yichen’s lips curled coldly. “Is Bai Shixun not there today?” 

He Jinsi choked before Mu Yichen said again, “Does he know that I’m going over?” 

After a moment of pause. “If there’s nothing else, I’m hanging up.” 

“Wait!” He Jinsi quickly spoke up to stop him. 

He Jinsi and his group of friends were all smart people, so they knew there was no way they were able 

to fool Mu Yichen! 

“Alright, alright, alright. I admit that Tingyuan and I have especially invited you over. We already know 

about what happened between you and Shixun. But, are you guys really planning to not speak for the 

rest of your lives?” 

After the fire, Mu Yichen had captured Bai Xinxin and refused to let her go. In fact, Mu Yichen even went 

as far as not showing Bai Shixun any courtesy at all. 

Thus, the two of them ended up with a feud and had been avoiding each other ever since. 

He Jinsi and Bao Tingyuan couldn’t stand it anymore and wanted to be mediators to the situation. 

However, Mu Yichen was not going to buy it. “Don’t you tell me that I’m not being courteous. My wife 

was almost killed by Bai Xinxin! Plus, he actually had the nerve to come to my house the other day and 

threaten my wife!” 
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“Ahem, Shixun was anxious that day, but he didn’t mean any harm… Besides, you did torture Bai Xinxin 

badly enough, so you’ve already vented your anger!” 

“Hah, far from it! If it weren’t for my wife who kept asking me to let her go, I wouldn’t have let her off so 

easily!” 

“Yichen, come on…” 

He Jinsi was in a dilemma. 

Suddenly, his gaze swept across the parking lot downstairs. 



“Yichen, guess who I just saw… Why has your wife come to Secret to play? There’s even a… Hold on, 

isn’t that the Third Young Master of the Sheng Family?” 

… 

At the Secret Club, for the sake of the atmosphere, Shi Yaxin did not book a private room. 

Hence, everyone sat down at the bar on the first floor. 

When everyone arrived, Luo Chenxi was surprised to find that Wu Lingshan had also joined. 

‘Although, according to Sheng Yu’s initial agreement, the person who had lost the competition would 

also be able to stay in the company as an assistant designer. 

‘But, Wu Lingshan has embarrassed herself so much today that anyone who even had a slight ego in 

them would be too embarrassed to stay. 

‘She must really love Sheng Yu!’ 

After Wu Lingshan entered the door, she walked straight to the seat next to Sheng Yu. 

Since she was the daughter of a major shareholder. No ordinary designer actually dared to offend her, 

so they quickly gave up their seats for her. 

Then, Wu Lingshan raised her chin proudly and glared at Luo Chenxi, who just ignored her and sat in the 

corner. 

However, no matter how far she sat, she was still the main character of that day’s gathering. 

The designers were still immersed in their excitement, while the topic of their discussion was about the 

video just now, as well as Luo Chenxi. 

“Xing Chen is really amazing! She’s just started her job, yet she’s already increased the sales of the 

flagship store by tenfold! This is simply unheard of!” 

“Haha, the younger generations are indeed the pillars of the future. Us old pillars are going to be felled 

very soon!” 

“She’s actually comparable to how Chief Sheng was when he was younger.” 

The more Wu Lingshan listened, the angrier she got and the more her face became twisted. 

Unfortunately, no one paid any attention to her. 

Slowly, the atmosphere gradually became warmer as the designers took turns toasting Sheng Yu. 

As the main character of the day, Luo Chenxi was the first to step forward. “Chief Sheng, I’ve been 

indebted to you for your help recently and have learned a lot from you. I’m really grateful!” 

Sheng Yu glanced at her. “Work hard. Who knows, your achievements might just surpass mine!” 

These words from Sheng Yu’s mouth were extremely high praises, then the designers present were all 

very envious. 



However, Wu Lingshan was the one who was even more jealous. 

Looking at Luo Chenxi’s beautiful side profile when she smiled, she gnashed her teeth. “Damn b*tch! 

Gloat while you can! If I don’t destroy your reputation today, I don’t deserve to be a Wu!” 

Chapter 355: After Ingesting This Medicine, She Wouldn’t Even Be Satisfied With One Man! 

For the entire night, Luo Chenxi was the centre of everyone’s attraction as there was an endless stream 

of designers who came to propose a toast and chatted with her. 

In fact, there were even passerbys whom the group didn’t know who had taken the initiative to invite 

her for a drink. 

Of course, Luo Chenxi rejected all of them. 

Furthermore, Luo Chenxi had already changed the red wine in her hand into fruit juice without anyone 

noticing. 

Although she could hold her liquor well, she was still a “parent” at that moment. 

‘If the little dumpling… And a certain someone smells the scent of alcohol when I go back, it’s going to 

be hard for me to explain myself.’ 

However, even if she only drank fruit juice, she would still feel bloated after drinking too much. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi stood up, greeted Sheng Yu and the others before she went to the bathroom. 

Seeing her leaving, Wu Lingshan and Manager Song exchanged a look. 

The two of them were like partners in crime who were in distress that day, they both hated Luo Chenxi, 

thus sharing a common enemy. 

In fact, they had already reached an alliance before arriving at Secret. 

Manager Song understood and immediately stood up. “Guys, there are too many people here and it’s 

just too noisy. So, I’ve especially booked a private room on the second floor and even reserved some 

special programs. Let’s go there and play together instead of squeezing in here!” 
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“What? You actually booked a private room!” Shi Yaxin was very surprised. 

Manager Song smiled. “That’s right, I’m going to treat everyone tonight! Hehe, the sales of our flagship 

store today is even comparable to the sales during a normal season, which is all thanks to your designing 

department. So, I have to thank you all properly tonight!” 

Hence, the designers all cheered. 

They had been to Secret many times, but that was going to be their first time entering a private room. 

This was because there was a minimum charge before one could enter the private room. In fact, 

opening a bottle of alcohol in that club would even cost one thousands or even tens of thousands of 

yuan. 



Hence, everyone stood up one after another and followed Manager Song upstairs. 

However, Sheng Yu hesitated for a moment before he decided not to move from his seat. 

Wu Lingshan quickly said, “Chief Sheng, you’re afraid that Xing Chen won’t be able to find us when she 

comes back, aren’t you? It’s fine, I’ll just wait for her here!” 

Sheng Yu frowned. “…You?” 

Wu Lingshan lowered her head in embarrassment. “I… I have something I want to say to Xing Chen as 

well. I know that we had some disputes because we were competitors in the past. However, now that 

we’re going to be in the same company, we can’t just remain like this…” 

Shi Yaxin believed her, so he smiled and said, “Not bad, you’re able to admit and rectify your mistakes. 

Good, that’s how it should be done. Come on, Chief Sheng, let’s go. We shouldn’t disturb them.” 

Sheng Yu thought for a moment, then got up and left with Shi Yaxin. 

Seeing that everyone had left, Wu Lingshan took out an empty cup, filled it with wine and put a white 

pill in it as a cold smile flashed across her eyes. 

‘This is an aphrodisiac that I’ve spent a lot of money to buy. 

‘I heard that anyone who ingests this medicine won’t even be satisfied with one man! 

‘They’ll be completely reduced to a sl*t who will only have men in their heads! 

‘When that happens, let’s see how this b*tch is going to seem so high and mighty in the future!’ 

Not long after, Luo Chenxi returned… 

When she saw that Wu Lingshan was the only one left in the seat, she was stunned. 

“What’s going on? Where has Chief Sheng and the others gone?” 

Wu Lingshan said, “They have all gone to the private room on the second floor.” 

Luo Chenxi took out her phone. “Then I’ll give Chief Sheng a call to let him know that I’ll be making my 

move first…” 

“Wait, Xing Chen, don’t rush. I have a few things to say to you.” 

Wu Lingshan grabbed her wrist and pulled her to sit down. 

“I’ve always had things go my way ever since I was little, so I can get a little arrogant and can’t accept 

failure. Because of this, I know that I’ve taken things to the extreme many times. However, now that I 

think about it, I really owe you an apology! 

“So, I’m officially apologizing to you. Here’s a toast to you!” 

As she said that, Wu Lingshan pushed the glass of red wine to Luo Chenxi. 

Chapter 356: If Wu Lingshan Wants To Die So Badly, I’ll Have To Oblige Her Then! 

Luo Chenxi’s gaze fell on the wine glass, but didn’t move. 



Seeing this, Wu Lingshan immediately raised her wine glass. 

“Here’s to you!” 

Then, she raised her head and downed the wine in one gulp before she looked at Luo Chenxi again. 

‘The person who’s offering the toast has already drank, so it’s going to be unjustifiable if the other party 

doesn’t drink as well. 

‘This medicine is very effective, all it’s going to take is one or two sips and she’s done for.’ 

Then, Luo Chenxi reached out and picked up the wine glass. 

Wu Lingshan was so excited that she almost could not control the expression on her face. 

But unexpectedly, Luo Chenxi moved her fingers and pushed the wine glass aside. 

Wu Lingshan’s expression instantly turned ugly. “Are… Are you looking down on me?” 

Luo Chenxi smiled. “I’m sorry, I’m not used to this brand of red wine. Chief Sheng was here just now, so I 

was too embarrassed to say it. Let’s change to another bottle.” 

As she spoke, she stopped a waiter who was passing by and asked him to open a new bottle of red wine. 
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Then, Luo Chenxi poured herself a glass. 

“Cheers, I hope we’ll be able to work together happily in the company in the future!” 

Wu Lingshan obviously had not expected that the plan she thought was foolproof would be ruined so 

easily. 

Hence, she was so angry that her face turned pale. 

On the other hand, Luo Chenxi was secretly amused. 

‘When I was studying in Country Y, I’ve had my fair share of bars. 

‘The first rule of being in a bar is… After you leave your seat, do not drink the wine that others have 

poured for you. 

‘Did you think I was going to make such a rookie mistake? 

‘You’re years too soon from being able to trap me!’ 

At that thought, Luo Chenxi took out her phone again, but Wu Lingshan reacted and immediately 

interrupted her. 

“Uh, About that… Xing Chen, actually, I really admire you. Your talent in designing is just too great! I 

really want to learn from you. Why don’t we sit here and have a good chat?” 

Seeing that Luo Chenxi was hesitating, she quickly added, “I’m sincerely asking for your advice right now. 

So, you won’t disagree, would you?” 



Luo Chenxi glanced at her. “What do you want to talk about?” 

“There’s no rush, let’s chat while we drink,” Wu Lingshan said with a smile. 

‘Xing Chen has been drinking fruit juice all night, so it must mean that she can’t hold her liquor very well. 

‘Even though I haven’t added anything into the wine, it’s all the same if she gets drunk.’ 

“Oh, it’s a little boring if we only drink. Let’s play dice!” 

Without waiting for Luo Chenxi to nod her head, Wu Lingshan called the waiter over to have him bring 

over some dice cups and dice. 

“Let’s play the simplest game then. We’ll each take turns to shake the dice, while the other will have to 

guess if it’s a big or small number. If the person guesses wrongly, they’d have to take a drink. Likewise, if 

the person guessed correctly, the other person is going to have to take a drink. How about that?” 

‘If we’re just going to drink, I’m afraid that Xing Chen would stop drinking after a few glasses. 

‘However, by playing drinking games, she’d probably have too much fun and lose count of the number 

of glasses she’s drank. 

‘So, anyone who can’t hold their liquor will definitely get badly drunk.’ 

When Luo Chenxi saw Wu Lingshan asking for some dice, she immediately guessed what the latter was 

thinking. Hence, she could not help but sneer inside. 

‘Since Wu Lingshan wants to die so badly, I’ll have to oblige her then!’ 

Thus, the two of them started to roll the dice. 

Wu Lingshan started first. The dice cup crackled for a while before it stopped. 

“Xing Chen, have a guess… is it big or small?” 

Luo Chenxi looked hesitant. “How… How am I supposed to guess this? This is purely based on luck! In 

that case… Big!” 

After Wu Lingshan opened up the dice cup, the total points of the two dice added up to 10 points. 

“You seem to be really lucky, Xing Chen!” 

Without suspecting anything, Wu Lingshan took the initiative to drink a glass. 

In the second round, it was Luo Chenxi’s turn to roll the dice. In the end, Wu Lingshan guessed wrongly 

and had to drink another glass. 

In the third round, it was Wu Lingshan’s turn again. “Big or small?” 

“I’m sticking with… Big!” 

After the dice cup was opened, it was revealed that Luo Chenxi had guessed right again! 

Hence, Wu Lingshan drank another full glass, but her expression was a little ugly this time. 



‘Xing Chen hasn’t even drunk a glass, but I’ve already drunk three. How is this happening?’ 

Chapter 357: Go Find A Man If You’re Hot. After All, They’re Literally Everywhere! 

Luo Chenxi curled her lips. 

‘Actually, Wu Lingshan doesn’t know that the dice used in bars aren’t solid, but filled with mercury. 

‘This is so that the female bartenders will be able to cheat their customers into drinking more, which will 

subsequently lead to them ordering more. 

‘If one uses this special dice to roll for points, so long as a person goes through a certain training, they’d 

be able to identify if it would be a big or small point just through the sounds made. 

‘Coincidentally, I’ve got very strong hearing, so I’ve managed to learn the trick in just a few rounds.’ 

On the other hand, Wu Lingshan thought that it was purely her bad luck. 

As she put down her wine glass heavily, she said, “Again!” 

Luo Chenxi seemed to look very nervous. “Surely… Surely this isn’t a good idea, is it? It’s already so 

late…” 

“We’re already out here, so why would you want to rush back? Come on, let’s continue, another game!” 

Thus, the two of them continued to play more than ten rounds. 

Then, Wu Lingshan finally felt that something was wrong. 

‘Luo Chenxi has only lost two or three times in total, but I’ve lost every other round.’ 
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However, Wu Lingshan had never thought that Luo Chenxi, who looked as innocent as a little white 

rabbit, would have the skills to be able to cheat and still thought that it was her bad luck. 

However, the more Wu Lingshan felt that, the more anxious she became. 

“Again!” 

“Again!” 

“Come on… Again!” 

At that moment, Wu Lingshan was so anxious that her eyes were red. In fact, she was even picking up 

her glass and putting it back like it was all natural reflexes. 

“Wu Lingshan, this is the last round. I really have to go home, My family won’t be happy…” 

“We’ll decide after this game!” 

Alas, Wu Lingshan had lost once again. 

Hence, she slammed the table angrily, took a glass of red wine and gulped it down. 



However, she didn’t realize that Luo Chenxi had secretly changed Wu Lingshan’s glass just now and had 

just drank the glass of red wine that she herself had laced! 

Very soon, Wu Lingshan’s face flushed red. Then, she reached out and tugged at her own collar as she 

squirmed uneasily. 

“It’s hot, so hot… So uncomfortable…” 

“If you’re hot, go ahead and find a man. After all, they’re literally everywhere!” said Luo Chenxi with an 

innocent look on her face as she stood up and was about to leave. 

However, at that moment, a waiter walked over and said, “Miss, are you leaving? If so, could you please 

pay the bill? Also, this Miss has just booked a guest room on the third floor, do you still want it?” 

“A guest room?” 

Then, Luo Chenxi understood what was happening. 

‘Wu Lingshan is really planning to go all the way to have me dead! She’s actually even booked a room!’ 

However, at that thought, Luo Chenxi smiled coldly. “I’ll still be needing the guest room. Please give me 

the room key.” 

After taking the roomkey, Luo Chenxi carried Wu Lingshan to the room the latter had booked herself. 

However, it was not an easy task because the medicine that Wu Lingshan had drunk was acting up very 

quickly. 

At that moment, she had already entered a state of madness. Her entire body was glued to Luo Chenxi’s 

body as she kept on rubbing herself against the latter. 

In fact, she even tore off the shoulder straps of her skirt, revealing a large patch of her snow-white skin. 

In fact, her n*pple was even exposed! 

Then, as Wu Lingshan walked, she kept on touching her own body. 

“Mmm… It’s so hot… I really want it… 

“Touch me… Touch me… Ahh…” 

Wherever Wu Lingshan passed, she would attract the covetous gaze of all kinds of men. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi hurriedly dragged her into the room and threw Wu Lingshan onto the bed. 

After that, she closed the door and hid herself in the corridor. 

‘Let’s see how Wu Lingshan is going to frame me now! 

After more than ten minutes, a short, fat, bald, middle-aged man appeared wretchedly and ran into the 

room. 

“It’s him?!” Luo Chenxi was surprised. 

‘I’ve seen this person before… He’s also a major shareholder of SL Group. 



‘However, he’s got a bad reputation within the industry. There would often be gossip about him forcing 

his way towards models and rookie designers. 

‘I seem to remember that he and Wu Lingshan’s father are even best friends.’ 

“Tsk tsk, this is going to be interesting! However, you were the one who asked for it.” 

Then, Luo Chenxi was just about to leave. 

However, the moment she turned around, she suddenly felt dizzy and almost fell. 

Fortunately, a strong arm reached out in time and pulled her into his arms. 

“What’s wrong with you?!” 

Chapter 358: Sheng Yu, Let Go Of My Woman! 

At the Secret Club’s private room on the top floor, someone had pushed hard to open the door. 

He Jinsi saw who it was and stood up with a smile. “Yichen, you’re finally here…” 

“Where’s Chenxin? Where is she? Also, what’s this about Sheng Yu being here? Tell me clearly!” 

interrupted Mu Yichen impatiently. 

Hence, He Jinsi’s smile froze. 

‘Bai Shixun was right. Ever since Mu Yichen got together with Luo Chenxin, he’s completely pushed us all 

away!’ 

Then, Bao Tingyuan walked over. “Enough. It’s not as if Luo Chenxin is out drinking alone with Sheng Yu. 

There are more than 10 of them in the group! So, what’s there for you to be anxious about? Come over 

here and tell me everything about Shixun clearly!” 

As Bao Tingyuan spoke, he pressed on Mu Yichen’s shoulder and forced him to sit down. 

Then, he looked at Bai Shixun who was sitting on the other side of the sofa, who also had a sour face 

without saying anything. 

Hence, the corner of He Jinsi’s mouth twitched and had no choice but to open the most expensive bottle 

of red wine to pour a glass for each of them. 

“I think it’s time to let bygones be bygones now, isn’t it? We’re all brothers here, so let’s put everything 

behind us after drinking this glass.” 

However, unexpectedly, Mu Yichen didn’t pick up the glass at all. 

“Put everything behind? How do you expect me to do that? Bai Xinxin hasn’t even apologized to my wife 

since all of this started!” 
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When he heard this, Bai Shixun was also furious. “What are you talking about? Xinxin’s completely 

messed up by you already! Even if she has made a huge mistake, isn’t this more than enough already? 

Yet, you’re still demanding for an apology from her?” 



‘I’m the one who’s in a sh*thole here because of you, Mu Yichen! 

‘Not only is my sister still lying in the sanatorium, she’s also acting crazy. 

‘On top of that, even my own secretary is treating me as if I’m invisible… I’m going crazy here myself!’ 

“If you’ve done something wrong, it’s only right that you apologize! Plus, I’ve already shown her mercy 

for your sake.” 

“Mu Yichen, you’re literally inhumane…” 

“Can the both of you stop arguing! Can’t the both of you just take one step back each?” 

Bao Tingyuan and He Jinsi were having a headache, but their mediating had zero effect. 

In the end, Mu Yichen simply stood up. “This is none of your business! So stop nagging and tell me 

where my wife is.” 

… 

On the other hand, Luo Chenxi had just bumped into a man’s firm chest. 

As she resisted the discomfort, she raised her head to look up, only to realize that it was actually Sheng 

Yu! 

“Chief… Chief Sheng…” 

The moment she opened her mouth, she felt even more dizzy. 

In fact, she even felt a little nauseous… 

‘This is clearly a symptom of being drunk. 

‘However, I’ve only drank three glasses of red wine today. My alcohol tolerance isn’t usually this bad. 

‘Unless… Could it be that a high-end club like Secret is actually selling fake wine? 

‘Bai Shixun, you shameless profiteer!’ 

“Little Cutie, what’s the matter with you? Are you feeling unwell?” 

Sheng Yu saw that she was swaying and could not stand properly, so he was a little anxious. 

Luo Chenxi then quickly said, “I’m just a little dizzy. It seems that I’m unable to hold my liquor like I used 

to…” 

Sheng Yu frowned and remembered the big glass of wine that she had toasted to him earlier. 

“You’re drinking like how others do despite you being unable to hold your liquor? My goodness. Come 

with me to the private room to rest for a while and eat some fruits to relieve the alcohol.” 

At first, Luo Chenxi wanted to refuse. 

‘On second thought, if I go back like this and that tsundere sees me drunk, he’s definitely going to accuse 

me of “violating the family rules” again! 



‘I can’t have that, no, no, no!’ 

“Uh… Alright then, is everyone in the private room?” 

Sheng Yu snorted. “Of course, everyone has been waiting for you and Wu Lingshan for a long time. What 

happened to the both of you? You’ve actually stayed downstairs for a very long time! By the way, 

where’s Wu Lingshan?” 

“Ahem, she… She disappeared when she came upstairs. I was looking for her as well…” 

Sheng Yu looked at Luo Chenxi’s slightly pale face who was still panting slightly when she spoke. Then, 

he suddenly felt a little heartache. 

“Alright, stop talking, Let’s go…” 

Before he could finish, he suddenly felt a sharp murderous intent! 

“Sheng Yu, let go of my woman!” 

Chapter 359: Today, I’m Going To Teach You Our Family Rules! 

Sheng Yu was stunned as he was met with a sudden punch. 

However, his reactions were faster than his awareness. Hence, he quickly turned his head, but was still 

hit slightly. 

Then, he felt his jaw hurting as his back heavily banged against the wall. 

Before Luo Chenxi could react, someone grabbed her wrist and pulled her into his arms. 

“D*mn woman! You aren’t home in the middle of the night just to be in the club to hug other men?!” 

Luo Chenxi was instantly shocked. “Mu… Mu Yichen!” 

“Do you still remember who I am?!” 

Mu Yichen looked at the little woman’s pale face. 

Thinking of the scene where she was leaning into Sheng Yu’s arms, he was so angry that he wanted to 

strangle her to death! 

In fact, Luo Chenxi felt the coldness from his body and could not help but shiver. 

“Mu Yichen?! Why… Why are you here?” 

Sheng Yu finally came back to his senses. When he saw the person who had punched him, he forgot the 

pain in his jaw for a moment. 
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Mu Yichen then put one hand on Luo Chenxi’s waist and held her tightly in his arms, looking as if he had 

complete possession of her. 

On top of that, there seemed to be a storm gathering in his deep black eyes. 



“Sheng Yu! You’ve harassed my woman several times and even dragged her into a bar, you’ve got quite 

the nerve. Do you think I, Mu Yichen, am a dead man already?” 

“What… What did you say? Your woman?” 

Sheng Yu’s eyes widened in shock as he finally realized that the so-called “boyfriend” Xing Chen had 

behind her was actually the Young Master of the Mu family, Mu Yichen! 

‘If I’m not seeing it with my own eyes, I would’ve never believed such a thing to be possible! 

‘The Mu Family… The wealthiest family in T City. 

‘On the other hand, I can tell that Xing Chen comes from an ordinary family background. Although she’s 

beautiful and talented, how could she have anything to do with the wealthiest family?’ 

Mu Yichen sneered. “Get lost. Don’t you dare get close to her again!” 

After that, he grabbed Luo Chenxi and turned around to leave. 

Sheng Yu subconsciously took a few steps forward. “Wait, Little Cutie…” 

Initially, Mu Yichen did not want to talk to him any further. 

However, when he heard the words “Little Cutie”, the anger in his heart surged. 

Hence, he turned around and threw another punch at Sheng Yu! 

In fact, Mu Yichen had received mercenary training since young and was proficient in fighting. 

So, although Sheng Yu’s skills were not bad, he was no match for Mu Yichen at all. 

Fortunately, Luo Chenxi reacted in time and grabbed Mu Yichen’s waist, using all her strength to hold 

him back. 

“Mu Yichen! Are you crazy? What are you trying to do?! I almost fell just now and Chief Sheng only 

helped me up! You mustn’t hit others!” 

Then, Mu Yichen held her chin with one hand and lifted her face up. 

“Hmph, I see that you still have the mood to worry about others! You should be worrying about yourself 

instead!” 

As he said that, he lowered his head and bit Luo Chenxi’s lips. 

When the little woman cried out in pain, he had already raised his head. 

At the same time, he carried her on his shoulder. 

Luo Chenxi’s head was facing down, hence her already dizzy mind became even more chaotic. 

Moreover, Mu Yichen’s shoulder was pressed against her stomach, which made her feel even more 

uncomfortable and she almost vomited on the spot. 

“Mu… Mu Yichen, what are you trying to do? You lunatic, let… Let go of me…” 



“Sh*t up!” 

Accompanied by the man’s angry growl, there was a crisp “smack” sound. 

“I usually indulge you too much, so you seem to have forgotten about this husband of yours! So today, 

I’m going to teach you our family rules!” 

Luo Chenxi’s face instantly turned red. 

‘F*ck! 

‘Mu Yichen literally just spanked me again! 

‘Also, what kind of bloody family rules is it this time?! 

‘Why does the Mu Family have more family rules than there are ants?’ 

Chapter 360: Little Dumpling, Come Save Your Big Sister, Hurry! 

Then, Mu Yichen carried her all the way to the top floor. 

At the entrance of the private room, He Jinsi and the others were shocked when they saw them. 

However, Young Master Mu completely ignored them and strode towards his exclusive suite. 

On the other hand, He Jinsi had only regained his senses when the two of them disappeared behind the 

door. 

“I really couldn’t tell before… But Yichen actually… He actually likes it rough, doesn’t he? I wonder if his 

wife’s petite body will be able to handle it?” 

“Rough my *ss! I think he’s just going to go home and be severely punished by her instead!” 

On the other hand, Bai Shixun thought of a certain d*mned woman who was giving him the cold 

treatment and instantly felt a sense of unbalance in his heart. 

Only Bao Tingyuan glanced at them indifferently and remained silent. 

‘Look at these two bachelors… Talking as if they know what’s happening…’ 

… 

In the suite, Mu Yichen carried the struggling little woman into the room and directly threw her onto the 

bed. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi fell onto the soft, high-class mattress. 
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Although it didn’t hurt, her head felt even dizzier. 

In fact, she felt a wave of nausea in her chest and couldn’t even suppress it. 

“Mu… Yichen… Let… Let go of me! I’m really not feeling well…” 



Mu Yichen looked at her palm-sized face and felt a little heartache. 

However, he immediately steeled his heart. 

“Don’t think that putting on a coquettish act and being pitiful is going to work! I’m definitely going to 

teach you a lesson today! I’ll make you remember who your man is!” 

Hearing Mu Yichen’s gnashing of teeth, Luo Chenxi immediately broke out in a cold sweat. 

Then, Young Master Mu slowly walked to the bedside. 

He stretched out his hand and pulled on his collar, pulling off his tie. 

After that, two of the buttons on his collar were also torn off. 

As he stood with his back facing the light. The curve of his chin and the cold glint in his eyes made him 

look extremely dangerous and… Sexy. 

Luo Chenxi was stunned for a second and swallowed her saliva. 

When she saw Mu Yichen reaching out to grab her, she suddenly realized the incoming danger and 

wanted to get off the bed. 

However, it was already too late because Young Master Mu had pulled her back to the bed and firmly 

suppressed her from behind. 

Then, he pushed her butt up and pressed her against the bed. 

At the same time, his hands moved quickly and tied her hands to the headboard of the bed with his tie. 

Hence, Luo Chenxi broke out in cold sweat. 

‘This posture… Even a person who’s completely inexperienced would know that this is too damn 

dangerous!’ 

At that moment, she felt like a little white rabbit being pressed to the ground by a tiger, who was using 

its claws to gesture at her body while thinking about how it was going to tear her apart and eat her. 

‘Uwuuu… This is so scary! 

‘Little Dumpling, come save your Big Sister, hurry!’ 

Luo Chenxi was extremely looking forward to the moment when her phone suddenly rang with the “Be 

A Good Little Rabbit” ringtone. 

However, this time, nothing happened as the room was filled with silence. Instead, only Mu Yichen’s 

slightly heavy breathing could be heard. 

“Mu Yichen, let go of me! Let go of me! Why are you tying me up?!” 

Luo Chenxi struggled with her arms, but it was futile. 

Mu Yichen grabbed her wrist and stopped her. 

“Don’t move, or you’re going to feel your wrist hurting later!” 



Luo Chenxi was always a flexible woman. Hence, when she saw that the situation was going in a bad 

direction, she quickly pretended to be pitiful. 

She pouted and blinked her big watery eyes. “Mu Yichen, can you please let go of me? I know I’m wrong. 

I won’t do it again. I swear!” 

Mu Yichen sneered, “Ha, I don’t hear any sincerity from you at all! What did you call me?” 

“I called you Mu… Uh, Hubby!” Luo Chenxi suddenly realized and quickly changed her words. 

“Hubby, let go of me! Look at how pitiful I am. I’m so dizzy, plus I feel like vomiting…” 

“Hubby, mwah, you’re the best!” 

“Hubby…” 

Mu Yichen was expressionless, nor did he ask her to stop. 

After the little woman called him “Hubby” several times, he finally calmly said, “No!” 

As soon as he said that, Luo Chenxi suddenly felt a cold sensation on her butt… 

 


